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Department of Commerce, Community, 


and Economic Development 
 


ALCOHOL & MARIJUANA CONTROL OFFICE 
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
Main: 907.269.0350


MEMORANDUM 


          TO: Chair and Members of the Board  DATE:   February 7, 2019 


          FROM: Erika McConnell 
Director, Marijuana Control Board 


RE:       Houston Grass Station, LLC 
#11050 


 
 


  
 
Houston Grass Station, LLC, a retail marijuana store, is requesting approval of amendment(s) to its 
operating plan. Attached is MJ-15 Operating Plan Change application, and current approved MJ-01 
Operating Plan. 


 








MJ-15 and its 


attachments 

















		13697 5.29.18 MJ-15 to amend products.pdf

		AMCO submission sheet for these changes 5.29.18

		MJ-15 Operating plan change

		MJ-15 Operating plan change 2

		Larryville Lemon p7 Gen desc and photo

		Larryville Lemon p6 bag desc and sample label

		Larryville Lemon p8 notary

		Larryville Lemon p9 bag labels

		Phat Cat PB CC Cookie p6 Gen desc and photo

		Phat Cat PB CC Cookie p7 pkg and label info

		Phat Cat PB CC Cookie p8 notary

		Phat Cat PB CC Cookie p9 labels

		Fido Doodles p6 Gen Desc and photo

		Fido Doodles p7 bag desc and batch label

		Fido Doodles p8 notary page

		Fido Doodles p9 labels












Current page(s) of 


operating plan or 


supplemental 


operating plan being 


amended.  
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
550 W 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov 


https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco 
Phone: 907.269.0350 


 
 


 


 


 
 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.730, and identify how the proposed establishment will meet the listed requirements. 


All licensed marijuana establishments must use a marijuana inventory tracking system capable of sharing information with the 
system the board implements to ensure all marijuana cultivated and sold in the state, and each marijuana product processed and 
sold in the state, is identified and tracked from the time the marijuana propagated from seed or cutting, through transfer to another 
licensed marijuana establishment, or use in manufacturing a product, to a completed sale of marijuana or marijuana product, or 
disposal of the harvest batch of marijuana or production lot of marijuana product.  


Applicants should be able to answer “Yes” to all items below. 
 


Marijuana Tracking and Weighing: Yes No  


A marijuana inventory tracking system, capable of sharing information with the system the board 
implements to ensure tracking for the reasons listed above, will be used 


 


All marijuana delivered to a marijuana establishment will be weighed on a scale certified in compliance 
with 3 AAC 306.745 


 
 


Describe the marijuana tracking system that you plan to use and how you will ensure that it is capable of sharing  
information with the system the board implements: 


 


Section 3 – Inventory Tracking of All Marijuana and Marijuana Product


Houston Grass Station, LLC will use the Metrc marijuana inventory tracking system to increase
product security, track the movement of all marijuana products from seed to sale, and minimize
diversion and illegal practices. Additionally, Houston Grass Station will use either Green BIts or
MJ Freeway as a POS - both integrate well with Metrc and ownership is determining which
system is best fit for the company. Data will be recorded at: (1) delivery; (2) sale, sample, and
transport; and (3) disposal, destruction, and theft. The facility will assign a tracking number to
each batch and record the tracking information in Metrc. All employees will be trained to use the
system to ensure that: (1) all marijuana prepared and packaged is identified and tracked through
its sale, transfer, or destruction; (2) all establishments transacting to purchase or receive
marijuana products are licensed; and (3) any loss or theft of marijuana products is reported
promptly. Employees will record sales, testing, and transportation arrangements in the system,
and generate a transport manifest to accompany products in transit. Marijuana used for samples
will be recorded as such, including: (1) the amount of each sample; (2) the facility that received
the sample; and (3) the disposal of any expired or outdated promotional sample returned to the
facility. Employees will use the system to verify bulk sales and shipment, and to identify the
permits for all business partners. Products marked for disposal will be recorded in Metrc at least
three (3) days prior to any disposal action, and any destruction, loss, or theft of marijuana will be
promptly reported in Metrc to notify AMCO, in addition to reporting to local authorities.


✔


✔





